WELCOME TO OUR DOMAIN
Amsterdam South East

EAST HOUSE
955 FURNISHED STUDIOS
STUDENTS & (YOUNG) PROFESSIONALS
TOP NOTCH FACILITIES & SERVICES
EXCELLENT ACCESSIBILITY
GREEN CITY PARK

thisisourdomain.nl
MORE THAN A RENTAL APARTMENT

OurDomain Amsterdam South East features 1,559 rental apartments distributed among three buildings and a green city park. High quality furnished and unfurnished apartments and top notch facilities and services.

YOUR 21ST CENTURY URBAN HOME

OurDomain Amsterdam South East features a gym, a supermarket, an amazing lounge, a cinema room, a music room, a game room, co-working areas, flexible work and study spaces, launderette, a green park, a service desk, 24/7 security and much more!

OurDomain is conveniently located adjoining train/metro/bus station Holendrecht and close to highways. It will take you a few minutes to get to the centre of Amsterdam by public transportation. Utrecht Central Station is at just 25 minutes distance by train.

COMPLETE LIVING

955 STUDIO APARTMENTS

- Apartments furnished and finished
- Fully equipped kitchen
- Modern bathroom with shower and toilet
- 100% green energy, water and high speed internet included

FACILITIES

Service Desk
Lounge
Cinema Room
Study & Work Spaces
Game Room
Music Room
24/7 Security
Parcel Lockers
Maintenance Support
Green City Park
Covered Bicycle Parking
Gym (Opening in West House 2021)

COMMERCIAL SPACES

Restaurant - Bar
Launderette
Car Parking
Jumbo City Supermarket
Electric Car and Bike Sharing

Visit thisisourdomain.nl for more information.
STANDARD STUDIO

- Size: 20.8 - 21.2 m²
- Suitable for 1 person
- Furnished

SUPERIOR STUDIO

- Size: 20.8 - 26.2 m²
- Suitable for 1 person
- Furnished
**EXECUTIVE STUDIO**

- Size 26.5 – 33.5 m²
- Suitable for 1 or 2 person(s)
- Furnished

---

**EXECUTIVE PLUS STUDIO**

- Size 26.5 – 32.7 m²
- Suitable for 1 or 2 person(s)
- Furnished
Openings

**EAST HOUSE**
955 furnished studios for students and (young) professionals Q3 2020

**NORTH HOUSE**
339 unfurnished apartments for couples, (young) professionals and friends Q1 2021

**WEST HOUSE**
265 unfurnished apartments for couples, (young) professionals and friends Q1 2021

Is OurDomain your future home?

Check the criteria and how to apply for an apartment:
Visit thisisourdomain.nl/en/amsterdam-south-east

+31 (0)20-7474001

info@thisisourdomain.nl

Disclaimer
This brochure is meant only for promotional purposes and has no legal value. We don’t accept liability for any errors, mistakes or omissions. The plans, specifications, images and other details are only indicative. Actual size, dimensions and lay out of the apartments may differ depending on the floor and position. All rights reserved.